Soil properties characterising pressure-saturation relationships (P-S), such as the fluid retention values or the fitting parameter of retention curves are basic input parameters for simulating the behaviour and transport of nonaqueous phase liquids (NAPLs) in subsurface. Recent investigations have shown the limited applicability of the commonly used estimation methods for predicting NAPL retention values in environmental practice. Alternatively, building pedotransfer functions (PTFs) based on the easily measurable properties of soils might give more accurate and reliable results for estimating hydraulic propertie s of soils and enable the utilisation of the wide range of data incorporated in Hungarian and international datasets. In spite of the availability of several well-established PTFs to predict the water retention of soils only a limited amount of research has been done concerning the NAPL retention of soils. Thus, in our study, data from our recent NAPL and water retention mea surements were collected into a dataset containing the basic soil properties as well. Relationships between basic soil propert ies and fluid retention of soils with water or an organic liquid (Dunasol 180/220) were investigated with principal component analysis. NAPL retention of soil samples were determined with PTFs, based on basic soil properties and their d erived values, and using a scaling method. Result of the statistical analysis (SPSS 13.1) revealed that using PTFs could be a promising alte rnative and could give more accurate results compared to the scaling method both for determining the NAPL saturation or the volumetric NAPL retention values of soils.
INTRODUCTION
From the 1980s increased attention has been received to improve understanding the relevant characteristics and processes in flow and transport of subsurface nonaqueous phase liquids (NAPL) firstly in petrol industry and later to help design remedial strategies. Knowledge of pressure-saturation (P-S) relationships is essential for simulating the fate and transport of nonaqueous phase liquids (NAPLs) in subsurface with any type of models. Nowadays, as the measurements of hydraulic parameters are costly and time consuming the development of accurate estimation method is preferred.
In environmental practice the NAPL retention of soils is commonly determined by the table of average empirical pressure-saturation (P-S) values (dePastrovitch et al., 1979) , table of average fitting parameters of the van Genuchten equations proposed by Carsel and Parrish (1988) (e.g. in RETZ model -van Genuchten et al., 1991; HSSM model -Weawer et al., 1994) , the different modified versions of the Leverett function (Leverett, 1941) or their combination. In addition, Beckett and Joy (2003) created a dataset of calculated fitting parameters based on the modified scaling method suggested by Lenhard and Parker (1987) . Nevertheless, tables of average NAPL retention or fitting parameter values of fluid retention curves do not accurately represent the variability of soils with different physical and chemical properties. All type of the modified Leverett function is valid for ideal porous systems. These estimation methods do not take into account the different interactions between the various fluids and the porous media, thus their application might be limited for natural soils (i.e. well aggregated, higher organic matter or clay content, etc.) soils. Furthermore, they have not been properly validated (only a few methods validated with column experiments, but these were carried out in most cases with glass beads and/or sands) (Rathfelder and Abriola, 1996; Makó and Hernádi, 2013) .
In the commonly used fluid retention measurement methods usually only the main drainage curves are measured. The more accurate determination of the main drainage curve of soil has key importance in determining the transport parameters (e.g. residual organic liquid content, penetration depth and time). In addition, main drainage curves could be the basis of determining the hysteretic and scanning curves in hysteretic models.
Predicting of the physical, chemical and biological properties of soils with pedotransfer functions (PTFs) is a fast-developing field and several well-established PTFs are available to predict the water retention of soils both in Hungary (Rajkai, 2004; Rajkai et al., 1996; Nemes, 2003; Makó et al., 2005 and Tóth, 2011) and abroad (Minasny et al., 1999; Wösten et al., 1999; Rawls et al., 2001, etc.) . Most of these estimation methods have already been incorporated into numerical algorithms such as SOILPAR 2.0 (Acutis and Donatelli, 2003) , Neuro Multistep (Minasny et al., 2004) , TALAJTANonc 1.0 (Fodor and Rajkai, 2011) or the k-Nearest (Nemes et al., 2008) , etc. However, only a few studies had begun focusing on creating PTFs concerning the soils organic liquid retention capacity.
Experiences in creating PTFs for water retentions may be essential tool for obtain the best possible estimation method for predicting the NAPL retention. PTFs for water retention (as response variable) may be created for the measured point values of the pressure saturation curves (point estimation) or for the fitting parameters of the hydraulic functions (parameter estimation) (Brooks and Corey, 1964; Brutsaert, 1966; van Genuchten, 1980 ) based on the easily measurable basic soil properties or their derived values (predictor variables) (Wösten, 1995) .
The parameter estimation methods are widely used in environmental and soil hydrological practices because the simulation models mainly use these fitting parameters as input variable. Moreover, these parameters are equal to those of the equations predicting the soil hydraulic conductivity and relative permeability (van Genuchten, 1980; Lenhard and Parker, 1987; Chen et al., 1999) . If the results of two point PTFs were to be compared or if no measured water retention points are available for a particular PTF, (or vice versa) the comparison of the retention curves with using the fitted hydraulic parameters (Minasny et al., 1999; Rawls et al., 2001) or calculating the estimated water contents at the desired pressure heads by linear interpolation were suggested (Tietje and Tapkenhinrichs 1993; Schaap and Leij, 2001) .
For parametric methods it is common to predict logarithmic transformed values of α (ln α) and n (ln n-1) to convert the distribution of the parameters into a more statistically normal distribution (e.g., Rawls and Brakensiek, 1985; Wösten et al, 1999) . Both in case of water and NAPL retention estimation, application of similar soil properties (bulk density or texture class information, organic matter and carbonate content, etc.) or their inherited values (e.g. the averaged values of particle size data) were suggested as independent variables (Makó, 2004; Makó and Elek, 2006) . In case of predicting the water retention the texture, morphology etc. are commonly used as a grouping factor in developing PTFs (Wösten et al. 1995; Schaap et al. 1999 Schaap et al. , 2001 Pachepsky and Rawls 2004) . Statistical attributes of comparing PTFs for predicting water retention can potentially be adapted for the investigation of NAPL retention estimation methods. Recently, the determination of accuracy (with the working dataset), uncertainty and reliability (with test data) of the predictions, R, R2, mean error (ME), mean square error (MSE), root mean square error (RMSE), the unbiased root mean square errors (URMSE), etc. and their complete calculation are recommended, to acchieve a comprehensive verification (Pachepsky and Rawls, 2004) . For the comparison of the accuracy of the fitted fluid retention curves the calculation of ZAPF values were suggested by Rajkai (2004) . The AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) value offers the possibility to compare the efficiency of different estimation or fitting methods with various numbers of parameters and the models with lower error can be selected with Fisher's test (Rajkai, 2004) . The uncertainty in input data can be evaluated using Monte Carlo analysis (Minasny et al. 1999) , procedures based on fuzzy rules (McBratney et al., 2002) or with the Bootstrap Method (Carsel and Parish, 1988) .
Nowadays, the development of inference systems (e.g. SINFER) to select the proper PTFs with minimum variance based on logical rules (McBratney et al., 2002) ., or the application of data driven methods, e.g. support vector machines (Lamorsky et al., 2008) might be a challenging topic. The stability of the estimated coefficients can be investigated using the double cross-validation techniques (K-fold, Leave-one-out, Jackknife or Delete-d methods) with randomly split the data (Pachepsky and Rawls, 2004) . According to Tóth et al., (2013) it may be sufficient to random spilt the data in proportion of 90:10 (working and test data). Besides, many authors suggested the detection of outliers for calibrating PTFs. To our current knowledge, there is only one research had begun for creating PTFs concerning the soils organic liquid retention in Europe (Makó, 1995; Makó, 2002; . In spite of the large number of measurements to determine the NAPL retention of soils, databases from measured NAPL retention data have not been created until now. Beckett and Joy (2003) created a dataset of calculated fitting parameters based on the modified scaling method suggested by Lenhard and Parker (1987) and Parker et al. (1987) but this contains the scaled NAPL retention values calculated from the fitted water retention values of HYPRES database. Creating PTFs for NAPL-retention might be promising because a large amount of measured basic data is available in national and Hungarian databases (HYPRES, UNSO-DA v2.0, HUNSODA, EU HYDI, MARTHA etc.), which have already been used effectively in developing PTFs for estimating water retention (Wösten et al., 1995; Nemes et al., 2003 Nemes et al., , 2008 Makó et al., 2005; Tóth et al., 2006 Tóth et al., , 2013 Lilly, 2010) . Moreover, the up-to-date hydrodynamic and transport models enable the adaptation of GIS (Geographic Information Systems) datasets (e.g. GMS -Groundwater Modelling System and Argus Open Numerical Environments -ARGUS ONE), which allow for cartographic representation with different commonly used software applications in the environmental engineerDataset for creating pedotransfer functions to estimate organic liquid retention of soils 13 ing practice (such us SURFER-GRAPHER or AU-TOCAD). In the 1990s a series of investigations for measuring NAPL retention of soils and mineral mixtures with the pressure plate method to create PTFs for organic liquid retention, in Hungary were started (Makó, 1995; Makó, 2002) .
In this study a dataset from these recent measurements was created and analysed by statistical methods (SPSS 13.1). After the preliminary analysis (descriptive statistics and outlier detections), PTFs were built for predicting the fitting parameters of NAPL retention curves. Then, the NAPL retention of soils was predicted with classPTFs (for selected four texture groups) and using the scaling method of Lenhard and Parker (1987) . Afterwards, the accuracy and reliability of predicting NAPL retention with different estimation methods were compared.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DATASET
The dataset contains the physical and chemical properties and the fluid retention data of five measurement series collected from 1991 to 2011 (Table 1 -2). Dataset contains 369 disturbed and undisturbed samples, 40 soil profiles with 107 genetic layers and various types of soils ( Fig. 1) for 10 texture classes are represented (Fig. 2) . 
METHODS
The basic soil properties, used in this investigation were measured according to the Hungarian standards (MSZ08 0205:1978 and MSZ08 0206/2:1978) . The texture of soil samples was determined according to the ISSS (International Society of Soil Science) texture triangle ( Table 3) .
The fluid retention measurements were performed with distilled water and a special nonaromatic organic liquid, DUNASOL 180/220 (Hungarian Gas & Oil Company Plc. -MOL Rt.).
Water retention measurements were carried out with porous pressure plate extractors (Soilmoisture Corp. LAB 023). For the purpose of determining the NAPL retention of the samples, a modified version (as described by Makó, 1995) of these pressure plate extractors were used. Samples showing extremely high or low NAPL retention values were selected with outlier detection. Only the samples, were the casewise diagnostic of the preliminary linear regression between soil parameters and fluid retention values showed significant differences with more than two times the standard deviation at a given pressure level, were eliminated. Then only the records where both the water and NAPL retention were measured were retained. Therefore, the final dataset contained 316 samples.
Water retention measurements were carried out with porous pressure plate extractors (Soilmoisture Corp. LAB 023). For the purpose of determining the NAPL retention of the samples, a modified version (as described by Makó, 1995) of these pressure plate extractors were used. Only the samples, were the casewise diagnostic of the preliminary linear regression between soil parameters and fluid retention values showed significant differences with more than two times the standard deviation at a given pressure level, were eliminated. Then only the records where both the water and NAPL retention were measured were retained. Therefore, the final dataset contained 316 samples.
For fitting the NAPL retention curves the van Genuchten equation with three parameters (Eq. 1) (van Genuchten et al., 1980) were used as initial values in nonlinear regression (SPSS 13.1, Nonlinear regression/quadratic sequential programming) with the average fitting parameters proposed by Carsel and Parish (1988) (used in e.g. RETZ and HSSM models).
where: θ (h) is the volumetric fluid content at potential h (kPa); θ s ,is the saturated fluid content; α, and n are fitting parameters.
Afterwards, NAPL retention values for 10 pressure levels (0.01, 0.3, 10, 33, 100, 200, 330, 1000, 15849 and 1584893 mbar) were calculated.
The accuracy of fitting was verified by the calculation of Pearson R 2 , RMSE (Eq. 2) and ZAPF values (Eq. 3) (Rajkai, 2004) .
where: y i is the fitted NAPL retention, ŷ i the estimated NAPL retention and N is the number of samples.
In case of ZAPF values (Eq. 3.), the lower |ZAPF| than measurement error (ME) of NAPL retention was regarded as sufficiently fitted (as suggested by Rajkai, 2004) . Before creating PTFs the dataset was randomly split with the ratio of 90:10 (calibration and validation data set), thus we had opportunity to investigate the accuracy and the also the reliability of estimations ( Table 4 ). In further investigations the fitted fluid retention data was used, which enabled us to compare the retention data determined with both fluid types measured at different pressure levels. Relationships between basic soil properties and fluid retentions, as well as between soil properties and fitting parameters were preliminarily investigated with principal component analysis (PCA) (SPSS 13.1/Varimax rotation with Kaiser normalization).
Subsequently, parametric PTFs were built as class PTFs for selected four texture groups (silty clay, silty clay loam, silt loam and sandy loam) with multiple linear regression (SPSS 13.1 Linear regression/Stepwise method). In linear regression, bulk density, clay, silt, CaCO 3 and organic matter content and their derived values, such as the logarithmic, reciprocal, squared values and their interactions were used as independent variables (as suggested by Wösten, 1995) .
The NAPL retention of the soil samples were predicted with a modified fitting method proposed by Lenhard and Parker (1987) (Eq. 4) which was a combination of the Leverett equation (1941) and a fourparametric fitting procedure suggested by van Genuchten et al. (1980) .
where: S is the fluid saturation; P is the pressure head; β is a scaling factor calculated from the interfacial tension of the phase pair and α, n and m are fitting parameters.
In scaling method the m = 1-1/n constraints was supposed as suggested by van Genuchten (1991) .
In order to compare the accuracy and reliability of the different predictions, the RMSE and R 2 values were determined. The NAPL saturation values of soil samples were also calculated on the validation test in order to make a preliminary investigation to compare the reliability of PTFs with scaling method in predicting NAPL saturation values, versus the pressure. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fitting van Genuchten equation
As the determination coefficient showed NAPL retention curves can be accurately fitted with the hydraulic function proposed by van Genuchten (1980). Moreover, according to the ZAPF values, the differences between the fitted and measured NAPL retention values were lower than the measurement error in more than 98.4% of the samples (Table 5) . After Kaiser normalization, all components with eigenvalues under 1.0 were eliminated, and only three components were taken into account. In Table 6 and 7, component scores less than the variance explained criteria (0.4) are shown in gray. Communality values show, that all the variances of each correlated variables might be accounted for by the components. The finer textured fractions belonged to the same component with the NAPL retention at higher pressure levels, where the organic liquid can be retained against gravity mainly by capillary and adsorptive forces. The joint variation of these soil properties were affected by CI as the unobserved latent variable. Moreover, the component scores of finer particle size fractions exceeded the 0.4 criteria only in CI.
Differences in the role of components on the NAPL retention of soils were observed. Increasing value of component scores with increasing pressure can refer to the strong correlations between particle size distribution and fluid retention, especially in the higher pressure range.
Higher component scores of CII were observed than CI on the 0-50mbar pressure range. In CII only the fluid retention less than 150 mbar were represented while the component scores of CI in case of NAPL retention at Makó et al. (2011a) . This is lower than the pressure of the field capacity of soils, which is referred approximately 400 mbar (pF 2.5) in the case of water retention. This is might not be contradicted to the results of other researchers for water retention (Vereecken et al., 1989; Saxton and Rawls, 2006) . Vereecken et al., (1989) resulted that at pressure higher than 1500 kPa water retention is determined mainly by texture then in lower pressure range the fluid retention strongly influenced by the aggregation of soil particles and organic matter content as well.
However, in case of NAPL retention the variance of organic matter content affects the NAPL retention but in decreasing rate with increasing pressure in CI and CII, and calcium carbonate content of samples appeared only in CIII.
Variance in bulk densities can be explained by all three components, thus it may influence the NAPL retention at every pressure level. In all cases bulk density had negative correlation with other variables which refers inverse relationships between bulk density and fluid content of soils samples.
More complex and less correlation between parameters of water and NAPL retention curves related to basic soil properties were observed. In case of water retention only the 55.59% of the variance could be explained by the components as compared to NAPL retention (76.55% (Table 7) .
Parameters α, n and θ s have substantial roles in CI of NAPL retention in contrast to the parameters of water retention curves which belong to separated principal components. Descriptive statistics show (Table 4) , that the mean saturated water content is significantly higher (50 vol %) than the possible average maximum NAPL retention (41 vol %), which might influence the variability of the other two fitting parameters. Parameters α and n are shape factors, strongly influenced by the pore size distribution of soils and structure (van Genuchten et al., 1991; Vereecken et al., 1989) . However, there is a difference in effective pore size distribution of soils saturated by fluids with various chemical and physical properties. In addition, interactions between water and the solid phase during drainage and imbibition processes, such as swelling and shrinking, have not occurred in case of the soil pores filled with NAPLs. Thus, the soil properties which might influence the shape of fluid retention curves might be difference.
Strong correlation between the fitting parameters was experienced when the van Genuchten equation was fitted to NAPL retention data. The correlation between α and θ s of the selected four texture group varied between 0.553-0.887. This might refers the inability of using the same initial parameters or boundary conditions for fitting NAPL and water retention curves.
Lower communality values were experienced in the n and θ s values of water retention curves than those of NAPL retention curves. This could be resulted from the variability in NAPL retention of soils might be explained better with the selected basic soil properties (communalities of n was 0.821, and θ s was 0.739) than in case of water retention (where the cumulated variance was only 0.282 and 0.298). In both cases bulk density is presented in CI with negative effect on saturated fluid content, which can be a consequence the bulk density and saturated fluid content are closely related.
In case of water retention the role of organic matter content is apparent only in CIII separately from clay content. This can be a consequence of the effect of high clay content might mask the effects of increasing organic matter for water retention, as Saxton and Rawls (2006) and Rawls et al. (2003) experienced as well.
Similar relationships observed between organic matter content and the fitting parameters of water retention curves than Petersen et al. (1968) and Vereeckeen et al. (1989) that is the organic matter co ntent of soils affects primary the α parameter of water retention curves, which refers the fluid retention values at inflection point. In contrary with texture, organic matter content of soils influence the position of the retention curves, rather than its shape.
Communality values showed the same important role of calcium carbonate (0.722, 0.709) and organic matter (0.579, 0.454) on water and NAPL retention. However, a separated component (CIII) was composed by organic matter, CaCO 3 and clay content in case of NAPL retention data. In addition the role of clay content on water retention seemed to be higher than its role on NAPL retention. All of these observed relationships refer to the different rate of interactions between various fluids and the solid phase considering these express mainly the linear relationships between these variables.
In spite of the cumulated variance was only 55.59 % in case of water retention, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test showed the applicability of PCA, sampling adequacy (as it refers that the correlations between pairs of variables can be explained with other variables) was higher than 0.5, and the Barthlett's test indicated significant correlation between variables (p<0.05).
Pedotransfer functions
Accurate prediction was given by classPTFs for the selected four texture groups for estimating NAPL retention of soils (Table 8) . According to the RMSE values classPTFs give more accurate estimations to saturated fluid content than the shape parameters α or n. The lower efficiency of estimating parameter α might be caused by the strong correlations experienced between parameters α and θ s and might also resulted from the weaker correlation with independent variables. The applicability of PTFs to predict the NAPL retention values was proven by the statistical attributes (R 2 and RMSE). In comparison the accuracy of parametric PTFs with the scaling method, NAPL retention might be better predicted with PTFs at a given pressure level (Fig. 3) .
Applicability of these estimation methods for predicting NAPL saturation values of soils was compared with the determination of R 2 and RMSE values on validation data (10 % of the dataset, 26 samples). Lower reliability of PTFs was found to estimate the NAPL saturation with PTFs than the scaling method at higher than 100 mbar pressure level. However, PTFs could provide estimates sufficiently reliable for NAPL retention at all pressure level, especially near saturation (Fig. 4) . On Fig. 4 the statistics of saturated fluid content were not presented because their values are 1 for both fluids.
Supposedly, scaling method gave increasing better estimation for NAPL retention as a consequence of decreasing difference between fluid retentions with NAPL and water. As it shown formerly from descriptive statistics (Table 4) , the difference between the average water and NAPL retention of the investigated soil samples was 26 vol. % at 100 mbar but practically 0 vol. % at 1584893 mbar.
At the same time RMSE values indicated lower difference in reliability of estimation methods for predicting the NAPL saturation.
Only moderate reliability of PTFs was found when predicting the volumetric NAPL retention values (Fig. 5) . In spite of the fact that higher RMSE values were observed for PTFs in lower pressure ranges, the R 2 values show that the reliability of PTFs exceed that of the scaling method at lower pressure levels (< 330 mbar) and is al- most equal to it at pressure higher than 1000 mbar (Fig.  5) . Moreover both the decreasing R 2 values of the scaling method and the increasing RMSE values in the midpressure range (near the inflection point of the NAPL retention curves) suggest the inability of scaling methods for predicting NAPL retention of soil based on water retention.
CONCLUSION
In the last fifteen years several investigations were performed in order to create estimation methods to predict the NAPL retention of soils. However, the results of these measurements have not been collected into comprehensive and well established databases, yet.
Building PTFs using the data of easily measured soil property data might be a promising alternative for predicting the NAPL retention of soils. By the creation of an organic liquid retention database representative for most soil types we can generate well established point and parametric PTFs based on basic soil properties. After the validation of PTFs with the results of column experiments it might be inserted to transport models. Moreover, databases of soil hydraulic and basic properties which have already been used in developing PTFs for estimating water retention might be applicable to create NAPL pollution sensitivity maps.
In our study an organic liquid retention dataset from recently measured NAPL and water retention data of soil and mineral mixture samples was created. The fluid retention measurements were carried out with the pressure plate extractor method. Furthermore, the basic soil properties, such as particle size distribution, organic matter and CaCO 3 contents, and bulk density, etc. were also measured.
According to our results, the van Genuchten equation, having three parameters, could be perfectly fitted to the measured NAPL retention data as well as to water retention curves.
Preliminary analysis of the filtered dataset of 316 soil samples with PCA showed strong correlations between the selected basic soil properties as well as fluid retentions of water and NAPL. The important role of organic matter and CaCO 3 content in fluid retention of soils beyond the particle size distribution and bulk density was proved.
The estimation methods for predicting the volumetric NAPL retention values of soils PTFs gave better results than the scaling method. As the parameters of NAPL retention curves were correlated (e. g. fitting with nonlinear regression might offer more than one possible solution), further research is needed to investigate the role of initial parameter values in fitting hydraulic functions to NAPL retention data.
Reliability of PTFs and the scaling method to predict the saturation values versus the pressure were compared. Similar reliable estimations found when predicting the NAPL saturation values with scaling method and with PTFs. However, PTFs has been successfully applied to estimate the volumetric NAPL retention, more reliable than the scaling method.
